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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M): MARGHERITA, ASSAM. 
 

 

Present: Smti. Sushmita Borpujari, AJS. 
  Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M), 
  Margherita,Assam. 

    

GR Case No. 316 of 2017 

   U/S. 353/394/511 I.P.C 

State 

  Vs. 
 

   Sri Partha Pratim Gogoi 
   Sri Biplob Gogoi  
   Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi 
   Sri Papu Borgohain 
   Sri Dinesh Borah.................Accused(s). 

 
 

Learned Advocate for Prosecution : Sri Bappa Purkayastha (A.P.P). 

Learned Advocate for Defence : Sri Kamalesh Chakraborty. 

   

 
Evidence Recorded on  : 31/05/2018; 18/07/2018; 12/11/2018; 

  20/02/2019 & 27/03/2019. 

Accused Examined on  : 13/03/2020. 

Argument Heard on  : 13/03/2020. 

Judgement delivered on : 05/11/2020. 

JUDGEMENT 

 

PROSECUTION CASE IN BRIEF: 

 

1. The concise fact of the prosecution case is that on 22-05-2017 the 

informant ABC-397 Pranab Gogoi of SDPO(M) Office, Margherita lodged an 

ejahar before the Officer-in-charge, Digboi Police Station to the effect that on 21-

05-2017 at 10:45 P.M the accused persons namely Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob 

Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi and Sri Bibek Gogoi @ Bitu assaulted the 

complainant and ABC-231 Sri Bihudhar Moran and also SDPO, Margherita while 

they were performing Government Duty at Bihu Festival program near Digboi 
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Refinery Field. The accused persons obstructed their lawful Government Duty 

and tried to snatch the AK-47 Rifle from the complainant. Hence, this case.  

2.       On receipt of the information, the Officer- In-Charge Digboi P.S registered 

the case vide Digboi P.S. Case No. 111/2017 U/S. 353/394/511 of I.P.C and 

endorsed S.I.Kuladhar Konwar with the investigation. In the course of 

investigation, the Investigating Officer visited the place of occurrence, examined 

the witnesses, prepared a sketch map, the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri 

Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Bibek Gogoi @ Bitu were apprehended 

and interrogated them and arrested them and they were forwarded to judicial 

custody and were eventually allowed bail by the Court. On the conclusion of 

investigation, police filed charge-sheet U/S. 353/394/511 of I.P.C against the 

accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri 

Bibek Gogoi @ Bitu and also filed charge sheet  u/s 353/394/511 against the 

absconder accused persons namely Sri Papu Borgohain, Sri Dinesh Bora. 

3.  On receiving the case for disposal, summon was issued to the accused 

persons. On appearance of the accused persons and the accused Sri Papu 

Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora were allowed bail and the copies of the relevant 

document was furnished to the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob 

Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Bibek Gogoi @ Bitu , Sri Papu Borgohain, Sri 

Dinesh Bora in compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C. After consideration of charge, 

charge was framed in writing U/S. 353 IPC and U/S.394/511 of I.P.C and was 

read over and  explained  to the accused persons to which they abjured the guilt 

and claimed to be tried.  

 

4. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.(i): 

Whether the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran 

Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora along with the absconding 

accused Sri Bibek Gogoi@Bitu on 21/05/2017 at about 10:45 P.M. near Digboi 

Rifinery field, P.S.Digboi, District Tinsukia assaulted and used criminal force to 

deter the informant Sri Pranab Gogoi(ABC/397) and the SDPO, Margherita Sri 

Debobrata Moran  and other police officials who are public servants, from 

discharging their duty at the Digboi Refinery field for the purpose of security on 

the occasion of Bohagi Utsav   and thereby committed an offence punishable 

U/S. 353 of IPC ? 
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POINT FOR DETERMINATION NO.(ii): 

Whether the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran 

Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  along with the absconding 

accused Sri Bibek Gogoi@ Bitu on the same day, time and place  voluntarily 

caused hurt to the informant Sri Pranab Gogoi while trying to snatch away the 

service gun of the informant Sri Pranab Gogoi (ABC/397) in an attempt of 

committing   robbery and thereby committed an offence U/S 394/511 of IPC ?  

5. During trial prosecution examined as many as 5 (five) witnesses and 

exhibited 1 (one) document only(shown in annexure appended herein 

below).The defence have fully utilised the opportunity to cross examine the 

prosecution witness.  

6. After closure of the prosecution evidence, the incriminating materials 

appearing in the prosecution evidence has been put to the explanation of 

accused persons U/S.313 CrPC and the accused persons were in complete denial 

and claimed to be innocent and the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  stated that at 

about 9:30/10:00p.m he and one friend went to see the Bihu function but the 

other accused persons were not at the place of occurrence. At that time some 

boys were teasing some girls and the girls asked for help and then he and his 

friend asked those boys to stop, some pushing took place and then one person in 

civil dress came and directly slapped him and his friend and then two other police 

in uniform came and without asking anything took them in the vehicle to the 

police station. The accused Sri Biplob Gogoi further stated that they have not 

done anything and that they have requested the PW-2 Sri Debaratata Morang 

and others to ask the girls. He also stated that the initial wrongdoers/teasers fled 

away. He further stated that they were watching Bihu and as the girls wanted 

their help, they asked the other boys to stop and suddenly the police took them. 

The other accused persons were also of complete denial. 

7. The defence side have declined to adduce any evidence in defence. After 

closure of evidence, I have heard the final arguments of the learned advocates of 

both the sides and thereupon have reached the following decision. The Learned 

Defence Counsel Sri Kamalesh Chakraborty  in his argument ardently submitted 

that the  arrest was done prior to the filing of the ejahar  . He also raised the 

point that the Officer-in-Charge was not made a witness. Also the Learned 

Defence Counsel made an effort to break the allegation that the accused persons 

were drunk . Also Learned Defence Counsel further submitted during his 

argument that all the accused persons were not present at the place of 
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occurrence at the time of the incident and only one or two of the accused 

persons were present at the place of occurrence. The Learned Defence Counsel 

vehemently submitted that the accused persons tried to save the girls but the 

SDPO and others did not try to hear the accused persons.  The Learned Defence 

Counsel also submitted that there is no whisper from the evidence of prosecution 

witnesses that the informant was discharging a public duty at the time of the 

incident  and thereby it is not proved that the accused persons did any act to 

deter the informant , a public servant from discharging his duty and thus the 

Section 353 IPC is not attracted. 

8. The Learned A.P.P. Sri Bappa Purkayastha in his argument, vehemently 

submitted that the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  and Sri Bibek Gogoi  were well 

aware that the police persons were deputed in the Bihu  function but they did 

not inform the police that the girls were being teased, if so teased, instead the 

accused persons tried to take law in their hands. 

9. It is pertinent to be mentioned here that after the hearing of arguments 

of both the sides and the case was fixed for judgement , however as informed by 

Learned Defence Counsel that no contact with the accused Sri Bibek Gogoi  could 

be made and he could not be traced, thus, as a lot of public time is already 

spend and also considering the inconvenience faced by the other co-accused 

persons who are regularly appearing, thus, the case was split up with issuance of 

warrant against the accused Sri Bibek Gogoi  and  case filed against him and 

proceeded against the other accused persons. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

10. On the consideration of materials on record starting with the Ext.1, ejahar 

there is no delay in lodging the Ext.1 and Ext.1 is a concise piece of information.  

11. Taking into consideration the testimonial evidence of the informant,PW-1, 

ABC-397 Sri Pranob Gogoi, the informant testified that he knows all the accused 

persons. He testified that the incident took place in the last year(his evidence 

recorded on 31.05.2018) in a Rongali Bihu function near Digboi Club at about 

9:00 P.M. On that day he (PW-1) was serving as PSO of SDPO, Margherita. In 

the relevant night they went to the Bihu function along with the SDPO on duty. 

They were on duty in the field. Suddenly, a quarrel took place amongst some 

youths where the accused persons were also involved in a drunken state. They 

asked them not to quarrel in the field. Then they assaulted him and tried to 

snatch away his arm. They also tried to assault the SDPO, Debabrata Morang. 
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The O/C, Digboi P.S was present at the place of occurrence on the other side. He 

was immediately informed about the incident and accordingly he arrived. They 

apprehended two amongst the accused persons. One was apprehended on the 

following day. Amongst the two accused they apprehended one was Biplob Gogoi 

(the witness identified the accused by pointing at him). He cannot recollect the 

face of the other accused they apprehended on that day. In this regard, he had 

lodged the ejahar of this case. Ext.1 is the ejahar and Ext.1(1) is his signature. 

12.  During cross examination PW-1 admitted that he cannot say the name of 

every accused persons because he do not know them personally. PW-1 also 

admitted that if any name is suggested then also he cannot identify the person. 

Being told by the accused that his name is Biplob on query by the Addl. P.P.  he 

had said that his name is Biplob.  

13. As to the above  discussed part of the cross-examination where the 

informant PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi ‘s  identifying the accused Sri Biplop Gogoi  is 

questioned during his cross-examination. Here, considering the facts and 

circumstances of the instant case where the alleged incident occurred in the spur 

of the moment when a Bihu  function was going on and the PW-1 Sri Pranab 

Gogoi  being the PSO of the SDPO, Margherita  was on duty at the field for Bihu  

function and thus it was  only during the occurrence of the incident when the 

PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  had the chance of seeing the accused, thus the PW-1 not 

knowing the name of the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  is inconsequential. What is of 

pivotal importance is that the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  could positively identify the 

accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  in the Court during his testimonial evidence and this 

the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  identified the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  who was 

present in the Court by pointing at him. This shows that the PW-1 Sri Pranab 

Gogoi  could positively establish the physical features, the face of the accused Sri 

Biplob Gogoi  . 

14. Further the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi during his cross-examination also 

admitted that prior to the incident or after the incident he did not see the 

accused persons. He does not have any personal knowledge if they had any 

previous criminal records.This further goes on to prove that there was absence of 

any inimical relations which could have prompted in lodging the ejahar. 

15.  The PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  during his cross examination  also stated 

that the ejahar was written by one police officer at the police station, but he 

cannot recollect his name. He cannot remember at present  what is written in 
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Ext.1. At the relevant time many boys and girls were present at and nearby the 

place of occurrence. The quarrel took place amongst the group. At the relevant 

time two boys were altering but he do not know their names. He cannot say the 

name of any lady present at the place of occurrence. He also stated that nearby 

the place of occurrence is one Army camp and a few IOCL quarter and bunglows.  

16. The PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  during his cross-examination could not say 

who was the in-charge of the law and order duty in the field on that day. His 

duty was to look after the safety and security of the SDPO. He was duty bound 

to the SDPO and wherever he went he had to go with him. 

17. The Learned Defence Counsel made effort to negate the fact that the 

PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  to be on duty at the time of the alleged incident and as 

during his cross-examination the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  stated that the SDPO 

was in civil dress and that they are not required to wear their uniform when not 

on duty. 

18. At this juncture, it will be pivotal to note that although the SDPO PW-2 Sri 

Debabrata Morang  was in civil dress , but that cannot be a defence to the 

accused persons and taking a plea that they could not recognise the SDPO and 

others to be police personnel particularly where the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  was 

in his uniform with his duty allotted gun. Thus, when the accused persons who 

were involved in the quarrel in the place of occurrence and the PW-1 Sri Pranab 

Gogoi  asking them not to quarrel and this is testified both by PW-1 Sri Pranab 

Gogoi  and PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang (SDPO) , this action of the PW-1 Sri 

Pranab Gogoi  was done while he was in his duty as the PSO of the SDPO PW-2 

Sri Debabrata Morang. The accused persons Sri Biplob Gogoi and Sri Bivek Gogoi 

in total disrespect and disregard to the police uniform clad man on duty(PW-1) 

pushed the PW-1 and this is testified by the PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang and he 

further testified of witnessing the same. 

19.  During the cross examination ,  the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  further 

stated that his gun was tied by a sling belt and its safety valve was locked and  

generally no person can snatch their arms if they do not release voluntarily.  

20. Definitely, the gun of the PSO PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  was tied to his 

uniform in a certain pattern as has been brought out during his cross-

examination as discussed in the above paragraph however this in no way  does 

away with the fact established by the testimonial evidence of the PW-1 Sri 

Pranab Gogoi  as to the accused persons trying to snatch away his arm and 
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which the accused persons would have been successful in taking away had not 

for the gun being tied with the uniform in that particular manner as stated by the 

PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  in his cross-examination. 

21. From the discussion in the foregoing paragraphs, PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  

could not be shaken during his cross-examination as to the part of being pushed 

by the accused persons Sri Biplob Gogoi and Sri Bivek Gogoi  when they were 

asked to stop the quarrel . Further, the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi could not be 

shaken during his cross-examination as to the accused persons trying to snatch 

away his gun which was allotted to him due to his duty as the PSO of the SDPO, 

Margherita. 

22. Now taking into consideration the testimonial evidence PW2 Sri Debabatra 

Moran deposed in his evidence that the informant Pranab Gogoi is his PSO. On 

21-05-2017, he was posted as SDPO, Margherita. On that day at about 10:30 

P.M he was  on duty at Bihu field near IOCL, Digboi, along with his staff. There 

was Bihu programme going on. He was in Civil dress sitting in official 

vehicle(Bolero). Then some boys were quarrelling with each other at the Bihu 

field. Seeing the quarrel, his PSO, Pranab Gogoi(PW-1) went to stop the fight. 

Then accused Biplob and Bivek pushed his PSO. He(PW-2) witnessed the 

incident. He(PW-2) along with another PSO Bihudhar Moran get down of his 

vehicle and went to the place of occurrence. Then accused Bivek and Biplob 

Gogoi along with four five boys pushed them. Then general people and member 

of Bihu committee came to the place of occurrence and parted the accused. 

Accused Bivek Gogoi caught hold of his shirt. O/C, Digboi P.S and CRPF 

personnel immediately came to the place of occurrence and brought some of the 

boys to the P.S along with accused Biplob Gogoi. Accused Bivek Gogoi could not 

be found on that night. The FIR was filed after the occurrence on the same 

night. 

23.  During cross examination he stated that he cannot say the reason of fight 

between two groups of youths. Accused Sri Bivek Gogoi could not identify him as 

SDPO , but his PSO were in uniform. He also stated that he cannot identify the 

other groups who were fighting against each other. He did not mention the name 

of independent witness before IO during the investigation. One Rubul Gogoi and 

Papa witnessed the incident. He also stated that he cannot say if the accused 

persons tried to save a girl from being outraged. 
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24. The PW-2 specifically denied the suggestion that the accused Sri Bivek did 

not caught hold off his shirt. 

25. Learned Defence Counsel during his argument raised the point that in the 

Ext.1 ejahar, it is mentioned that the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  and Sri Bihudhar 

Moran  went together to stop the quarrel at the Bihu field. Learned Defence 

Counsel pointed out that the PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang  stated differently from 

the Ext.1 ejahar. Here, considering the circumstance in which the whole incident 

occurred , the incident took place all of a sudden without any prior anticipation 

that any such incident is likely to occur and there was a crowd for the bihu  

function and the whole environment was that of a chaotic, thus considering the 

circumstance surrounding the course of the whole incident , the PW-2 deposing 

that Sri Bihudhar Moran went later than the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  is a minor 

discrepancy . 

26. Also taking into consideration the testimonial evidence of PW5 Sri 

Bihudhar Moran deposed in his evidence that he knows the informant as well as 

the accused person namely Biplob Gogoi and Bibek Gogoi. He could not 

recognize the other accused persons as it was dark. At that time he was working 

as PSO of SDPO, Margherita along with Pranab Gogoi(PW-1). At that time there 

was Bihu at Refinery field, Digboi. The occurrence took place at 10-45 P.M. he 

along with driver and SDPO, Margherita were sitting inside the Bolero vehicle and 

at that time Pranab Gogoi(PW-1) was leaned towards the backside of the Bolero 

vehicle. There was a quarrel which took place between the accused persons and 

it was Pranab Gogoi(PW-1), who wanted to stop it. PW-5 testified that Pranab 

Gogoi(PW-1) was in his uniform. PW-5 along with the driver went there to see 

what happened there. There was an act of shoving which took place between 

them and the accused persons. At that time the SDPO, Margherita reached the 

spot and the O/C of Digboi also reached there. It was O/C, Digboi who caught 

the accused persons Biplob Gogoi and Bibek Gogoi. They were brought to the 

Digboi P.S. 

27. Thus the PW-5 also corroborated the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  and PW-2 

Sri Debabrata Morang . 

28.  During cross examination the PW-5 Sri Bihudhar Moran admitted that he 

does not know the accused persons who are standing in the dock by their name 

and face. He also admitted that before the incident he never saw the accused 
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persons anywhere. He also admitted that on being assisted by the ld. Asstt. P.P 

he could name the accused persons as Biplob Gogoi and Bibek Gogoi.  

29. However during his cross-examination itself the PW-5 Sri Bihudhar Moran  

stated that the two accused persons were identified in the dock today. Thus , his 

identifying the two accused persons is established. 

30. The PW-5 in his cross-examination stated that he do not say the reason 

of their quarrel before their arrival there. They also did not try to know as to why 

they were quarrelling. In huge crowd of 1000 of people were there at the place 

of occurrence. The persons who were fled away he does not know their names. 

He further stated in his cross-examination that the argument between Pranab 

Gogoi(PW-1) and the accused was not heard by him nor he can say today the 

matter of argument. However, this does not wither away the fact already 

established by the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  and PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang  as to 

the incident of assault on the PW-1 by the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  and Sri 

Bivek Gogoi. 

31. The presence of PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang, PW-5 Sri Bihudhar Moran  is 

properly explained and cannot be doubted. 

32. Now moving to the testimonial evidence of the PW3 Sri Gaurav Dutta  has 

deposed that the complainant is a police personal and the accused is his 

neighbour. On 20/21th May 2017 the Bihu function was organized by Business 

Association, Digboi at Digboi Refinery field. On that day at about 10:00/10-

30/11:00 P.M he saw a quarrel between some youths. The police officer arrived 

at the place of occurrence and arrested accused Biplob Gogoi along with other 

youths. On the next day, he went to the police station and informed the matter 

to the police.  

33.  During cross examination the PW-3 stated that he is the volunteer of the 

said Bihu function. On the next day after the incident he heard that one girl was 

teasing by someone and accused Biplob had prevented and due to which the 

quarrel took place. He also stated that the O/C Digboi P.S came to the place of 

occurrence in police uniform.He also stated that he has not seen the accused 

assaulting the police and also he have not seen the accused snatching away the 

weapon of the police.  

34. However, this does not demolish the fact established by the informant 

and PW-3, PW-5 as to the alleged assault on the informant by the accused 

persons as nothing in the cross-examination of the PW-3 has been asked 
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specifically  concerning the facts as to whether the PW-3 witnessed incident 

which occurred with the informant PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi. 

35.  PW4 Sri Sudipta Saikia in his evidence has deposed that he knows the 

complainant, but he could not recognize the accused persons. During the time of 

Bihu there was a quarrel took place between two groups in relation to teasing of 

a girl. The police apprehended one boy named Biplob, but he informed the police 

that Biplob was not involved in the incident. There were some other persons who 

were involved, but they fled away. 

36. During cross examination the PW-4 Sri Sudipta Saikia stated that he was 

working as the Secretary of the competition, so he was physically present on the 

spot and saw the incident. When he was trying to specify the quarrel and to 

control the quarrel and thereafter one police personal arrived there. When the 

police arrived there, the boys who were teasing the girl they fled away. The 

police caught Biplob, but he informed the police that Biplob did not do anything 

and the culprits ran away. He could not recognize the accused persons and he 

could not say whether they were involved in the incident or not. There was no 

such quarrel with the police nor any boys were involved to restrict the police in 

the performance of their duties. 

37. The testimonial evidence of the PW-4 Sri Sudipta Saikia  could not provide 

any support to the prosecution case as it creates a cloud of doubt as to whether 

the PW-5 can identify the accused persons or not as the PW-4 Sri Sudipta Saikia  

in his examination-in-chief in the first place could not identify the accused 

persons. However he took the name of one Biplob. The PW-4 in his cross-

examination he stated that police caught Biplob and PW-4 informed the police 

that  Biplob did not do anything and in the very next sentence he also stated that 

he could not identify the accused persons in the dock and also could not say 

whether they are involved in the incident or not. What emerges from the above 

is that PW-4 could not ascertain as to the fact whether the Biplob about whom 

he has testified to have been caught by police to be the accused persons present 

in the Court. In order to further weigh his veracity, i have delved into the 

statement of the PW-4 Sri Sudipta Saikia  made before the Investigating Officer 

u/s.161 Cr.P.C where he stated he saw that some youths were fighting and when 

the PSO of the SDPO, Margherita went forward to stop the fight, the PSO was 

assaulted and even the youths tried to snatch away the arms. Considering the 

above, it is seen that the PW-4 Sri Sudipta Saikia has not in any way 

strengthened the prosecution case considering his failure to state in his 
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testimonial evidence before the Court what he have stated before the 

Investigation Officer during investigation.  

38. Learned Defence Counsel have relied on the  decision of Hon’ble Gauhati 

High Court in Alphus Munda and Three ors.,Mech Das Munda, Thomas Munda Vs. 

State of Assam  reported in (1996)2 Gauhati Law Reports 417 and the Learned 

Counsel emphasised on the paragraph no.12 “It is a case where the sole basis of 

conviction, the confessional statements has been found to be not voluntarily 

made. The so called recovery can not afford any corroboration. The evidence of 

an individual witness does not become reliable merely because it has been 

corroborated by a number of witnesses of the same branch, corroboration must 

come from independent reliable source.” 

39. The above referred case of the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court is set on 

premises comprising facts and circumstances which is completely different from 

the instant case, the referred case was relating to murder and offence 

U/S.201/34 IPC and the conviction was based on confessional statements of the 

accused persons . But in  this instant case, the informant(PW-1)Sri Pranab Gogoi 

himself has adduced credible and trustworthy evidence which has withstand the 

test of cross-examination and corroborated by the PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang, 

PW-5 Sri Bihudhar Moran  and also there is no any prior enmity or ill feeling 

amongst the informant and the accused persons which could have weakened the 

prosecution. 

40. Although the accused persons were of complete denial in their 

explanation U/S.313 Cr.P.C and the accused Sri Biplob Gogoi  stated that at 

about 9:30/10:00p.m he and one friend went to see the Bihu function but the 

other accused persons were not at the place of occurrence. At that time some 

boys were teasing some girls and the girls asked for help and then he and his 

friend asked those boys to stop, some pushing took place and then one person in 

civil dress came and directly slapped him and his friend and then two other police 

in uniform came and without asking anything took them in the vehicle to the 

police station. The accused Sri Biplob Gogoi further stated that they have not 

done anything and that they have requested the PW-2 Sri Debaratata Morang 

and others to ask the girls. He also stated that the initial wrongdoers/teasers fled 

away. He further stated that they were watching Bihu and as the girls wanted 

their help, they asked the other boys to stop and suddenly the police took them. 

But the Defence side did not  adduce any evidence in their defence and thus 

failed to demolish the facts already established by the prosecution and the 
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prosecution witnesses has proved their case as to the offence U/S.353IPC and 

the defence did not adduce any evidence to prove their version thus the facts 

established by the prosecution remains unshaken. 

41. Now as to whether the PW-1 the informant Sri Pranab Gogoi  was on duty 

so as to attract the ingredients of Section 353 of IPC. The PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  

has testified in his evidence that on that day he (PW-1) was serving as PSO of 

SDPO, Margherita. In the relevant night they went to the Bihu function 

along with the SDPO on duty. They were public servant and were on duty in 

the field. He is also corroborated by the PW-2 Sri Debabrata Morang  and PW-5 

Sri Bihudhar Moran. The it is proved that the informant PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  

at the time of the alleged incident was executing his duty as the PSO of the 

SDPO, Margherita  (PW-2). Thus, the foremost requirement for attracting the 

Section 353 IPC that is fulfilled.  The star witness, the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  

also could positively affirm the identity of the accused persons in his testimonial 

evidence and as to their overt involvement in the alleged incident. Also the PW-1 

Sri Pranab Gogoi  could establish  beyond reasonable doubt that the accused 

persons assaulted him and tried to snatch away his arm and that they also tried 

to assault the SDPO, Debabrata Morang. The PW-1 is corroborated by PW-2 Sri 

Debabrata Morang  and PW-5 Sri Bihudhar Moran. Thus, the use of criminal 

force on the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  by the accused persons is also proved. The 

act of the accused persons considered as a whole goes on to prove the 

intent of the accused persons to deter the PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  and 

the SDPO from discharging their duty at the Bihu function. Thus, the 

offence U/S.353 IPC is proved beyond reasonable doubt. Thus, the point of 

determination (i) is decided in affirmative and in favour of prosecution. 

42. For constituting the offence of robbery, in the first place it is to be seen 

that the offence of theft or extortion is committed. The circumstances alleged 

oust the ingredients of extortion.   

When Theft is robbery: 

In order to the committing of the theft, or in committing the theft , or in 

committing the theft , or in carrying away or attempting to carry away property 

obtained by the theft 

From the plethora of evidences discussed above, the PW-1 Sri Pranab 

Gogoi  as has testified that the accused persons assaulted him and tried to 

snatch away his arm. He also could withstand the test of cross-examination as to 
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this alleged fact. As already discussed in the foregoing paragraphs, which i deem 

it proper to repatriate  here, is  during the cross examination of the PW-1 Sri 

Pranab Gogoi   stated that his gun was tied by a sling belt and its safety valve 

was locked and  generally no person can snatch their arms if they do not release 

voluntarily. Definitely, the gun of the PSO PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  was tied to his 

uniform in a certain pattern as has been brought out during his cross-

examination as discussed in the above paragraph however this in no way  does 

away with the fact established by the testimonial evidence of the PW-1 Sri 

Pranab Gogoi  as to the accused persons trying to snatch away his arm and 

which the accused persons would have been successful in taking away had not 

for the gun being tied with the uniform in that particular manner as stated by the 

PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi  in his cross-examination. However, the dishonest 

intention which is  essential element for proving the offence of theft is missing in 

the instant case. The facts that is already established by the prosecution as 

discussed above is that the accused persons tried to snatch away the service gun 

of the PW-1 but as evident from the evidences on record, the said act was for 

deterring the PW-1 from executing his duty. Thus, this ingredient, that is the 

objective for committing of theft is not proved by the prosecution beyond 

reasonable doubt. 

The offender, for that end, voluntarily causes or attempts to cause to 

any person death or hurt or wrongful restrain, or fear of instant hurt, or wrongful 

restraint, or fear of instant death or of instant hurt, or of instant wrongful 

restraint. 

 This subsequent requirement is accordingly not proved.  

Also the prosecution has not proved that any hurt was sustained by the 

PW-1 Sri Pranab Gogoi. Thus, the prosecution has failed to prove beyond 

reasonable doubt that the the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob 

Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  along with 

the absconding accused Sri Bibek Gogoi@ Bitu  voluntarily caused hurt to the 

informant Sri Pranab Gogoi while trying to snatch away the service gun of the 

informant Sri Pranab Gogoi (ABC/397) in an attempt of committing   robbery. 

Thus, the point for determination(ii) is decided in negative and in favour of 

defence. 
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    O R D E R 

43. Considering the entire gamut of facts I am of the opinion that the 

prosecution has partly proved the case. Thus, the accused persons Sri Partha 

Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh 

Bora  are held guilty of the offence under Section 353 IPC. But the prosecution 

failed to prove the other charges under Section 394/511 IPC and so the accused 

persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu 

Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  are  acquitted of the said charges.  

44.  I have considered the case of the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri 

Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  for 

extending the benefit of Section 360 Cr.P.C  or the provision of  Probation of 

Offenders Act. In the instant case as emanated from the above 

discussion the accused persons committed the offence in a shocking 

manner , which is in total disregard and disrespect to the law enforcing 

persons on duty while they were executing their duty and if this act of 

the accused persons are not condemned the whole fabric of the societal 

conscience and the respect for maintenance of law and order in the 

society will be weakened and also the  society at large was taken in 

shock . We as the citizen of this nation are expected to give respect to 

the man in police uniform as  the police uniform is a source of pride and 

respect and it reflects a feeling of patriotism and represents public 

order.  Thus it is not a proper circumstance explained to the benefit of Section 

360 Cr.P.C or the provisions of the Probation of Offenders Act as it would 

encourage the mind of a wrongdoer in the society and would give rise to 

boisterousness in the society. Therefore such benefit could not be extended to 

the accused persons. 

 45.  I have heard the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri Biplob Gogoi, Sri 

Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  on the question of 

sentence and the accused persons sought clemency. The accused persons stated 

that they are young youths and have a future and   has to look after their family 

therefore leniency in sentence shall be extended to the accused persons. 

 46. Considering the circumstances of the case as well as submission of the 

accused person, this court convicts the accused persons Sri Partha Gogoi, Sri 

Biplob Gogoi, Sri Pran Pratim Gogoi, Sri Papu Borgohain and Sri Dinesh Bora  

under section 353 I.P.C with rigorous  imprisonment for a period of 9 (nine) 

months only  and with fine of Rs.500/-(Rupees Five Hundred only) each in 
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default to simple imprisonment of 7(seven) days only. The fine realised to be 

deposited in Government treasury. 

47. . Period of detention during the course of investigation, enquiry, trial, if 

any , shall be set off from the sentence awarded. 

48. A copy of the Judgment shall be given to the accused persons free of cost 

immediately. 

49. The case shall remain open as against the absconding accused person Sri 

Bibek Gogoi@Bitu. 

 50.  The judgement is delivered and the operative part of the same is 

pronounced in the open court, today, the 5th   day of November, 2020 under the 

hand and seal of this court.  

 

 

 

Typed on my dictation by 

Sri Akhim Das, Stenographer  

and corrected by me. 

( Smti. S. Borpujari) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M)  
Margherita, Assam. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         

        Contd...Appendix 
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APPENDIX 
 

1. LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

 

PW-1:ABC-397 Sri Pronob Gogoi. 

PW-2:Sri Debabatra Morang. 

PW-3: Sri Gaurav Dutta. 

PW-4: Sri Sudipta Saikia. 

PW-5: Sri Bihudhar Moran. 

 

2. LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

     Ext.1- F.I.R.(ejahar). 

 
3.LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS: NIL. 

4.LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS: NIL. 

 

 

 

 

(Smti. S. Borpujari,AJS) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M) 

Margherita, Assam. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


